



The Complete Dictionary 




















Encyclopaedia of all possible words up to 6 letters. ‘How big is the complete dictionary?’ It is 
impossible to answer this question, unless there are limitations to the definition of the word 
‘complete’ and the word ‘word’. From A to Z, The Complete Dictionary consists of 26 vol-
umes, each containing all pronounceable words beginning with one letter up to 6 letters – 50 
million words in total. These words are generated following a certain formula, which de-
scribes sounds according to our experience of words as alternating vowels and consonants. 
Processing by cognitive scientist Egon W. Stemle. 
Tine Melzer is an artist, author and researcher with a focus on language. She studied Fine Arts 
and Philosophy in Amsterdam and the UK and received her PhD after undertaking research 
on Ludwig Wittgenstein meeting Gertrude Stein. Her work has been exhibited and published 
internationally, including the award-winning Taxidermy for Language-Animals. She teaches 
at the University of the Arts Bern (HKB) and lives in Zurich. 
Mehr: http://www.tinemelzer.eu/the-complete-dictionary/ 
 
The Complete Dictionary 
© Tine Melzer und edition taberna kritika, 2020 (diese Edition)  
etkcontext 053 
etkcontext – Digitale Objekte (ISSN 2571-9068) 
edition taberna kritika, www.etkbooks.com  
 
Bibliografische Information der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek: 
Die Deutsche Nationalbibliothek verzeichnet und archiviert diese Publikation;  
detaillierte bibliografische Daten sind im Internet über http://www.dnb.de abrufbar. 
 








































































Excerpt from Taxidermy for Language-Animals
1
 (pp. 351):  
"THE COMPLETE DICTIONARY How large is a complete dictionary? Using this question 
as a departure point a possible answer was formulated through visual means rather than in the 
discursive form of a philosophical paper. However, knowledge from the field of language 
philosophy was included in the work The Complete Dictionary. Inspired by The New Art of 
Making Books by Mexican artist Ulises Carrión, a long series of questions on language, 
words, books and the reader presented themselves, from which the question ‘How big is a 
complete dictionary?’ emerged as the most pressing. The art movements of the 1960s have 
had a great influence on my own artistic interests, in part due to their fascination with the or-
der of words, alphabetized sentences and language-games. The artists’ book had its origins in 
the collaboration between visual artists (often painters) and writers (often poets) and became 
an autonomous art form in the second half of the twentieth century, when artists reclaimed the 




                                                            
1 http://www.tinemelzer.eu/taxidermy-for-language-animals/ 











Processing: E W Stemle
THE COMPLETE DICTIONARY includes all the possible words up to six letters. 
It includes the meaningful words and all vacant words, based on a formula designed to generate pronounceable words. 
THE COMPLETE DICTIONARY includes some words which have or are asserted to have the status of meaning 
in one language or another. Their inclusion does not imply that they have aquired a general significance 
nor any other judgement concerning their value. 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted, 
in any form or by any means, without prior permission of the author.
Concept and formula by C B Melzer
Program and processing by E W Stemle
This book was set in Times New Roman.
Printed by Repro Sloterdijk, Amsterdam

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Die edition taberna kritika wird vom Bundesamt für Kultur (CH) 
mit einem Förderbeitrag für die Jahre 2019-2020 unterstützt. 
Die Reihe etkcontext wurde unterstützt von 
